User-centric Security for Cloud Computing ™
Bridging Cloud / SaaS and On-site Environments
Customer Benefits


Accountability of Access and Privileges – Internal and External Users



Streamlined Approvals and Audits - User Accounts and Privileges



High ROI—Cost, Time and Productivity—Employees and Contractors

Next-generation Solution
SecurAct's scalable Innovative Intelligent
Infrastructure (i3) is purpose-built to
address End-to-End User Security, User
Accounts and Privilege Management, as
well as User Audit and Compliance needs.
It seamlessly fits into a company’s existing
environment. Its unique architecture and
implementation allows easy integration
with a variety of applications and
systems—including Cloud / SaaS, custom,
enterprise, mobile and other applications
and systems. Using the SecurAct i3
solution, customers can implement access
control for Internal Users – Employees and
Contractors – as well as for External Users
– Customers and Partners.

SecurAct addresses the following
common IT challenges:


High cost of managing user accounts
and privileges



Lack of control and visibility over user
accounts and privileges



Tedious manual processes for
employee and contractor on-boarding,
role changes, off-boarding



Difficulty meeting regulatory
compliance and audit requirements



Inability to enforce business rules



Security risk from unauthorized user
accounts

Key Benefits
Rapid delivery and ease-of-use

Automates approval processes
Adapts to changing requirements
Protects current investments
Lowest total cost and time
Complex User Security Nightmare
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Technology and Customer Environment
SecurAct’s unique modular architecture is designed to provide a configurable user-centric
security management solution to easily automate existing approval processes, and
overcome shortcomings of existing systems—such as being difficult to integrate into existing
environment, hard to deploy and use, expensive, and not easily configurable. The SecurAct
extensible architecture allows rapid addition of customer-specific features, such as templates
to allow grouping of provisioning requests for users with similar profiles.

Typical Customer – Hybrid Environment – Cloud / SaaS and On-site Apps
The system’s ease of use is
enabled by its wizard-driven
interface, seamless application
registration, and flexible approval
workflow capabilities. Support for
configurable
attributes allows
integration of a wide variety of
applications, which is difficult to
accomplish with existing systems.
The flexible workflow engine
allows for sequential and parallel
approvals, as well as escalations.
Technologies used make it easy
to get a system up and running
rapidly, with no programming.

Key Features

Technology Advantages

Seamless Application
Registration

Easy to integrate into existing
heterogeneous environments

Flexible and powerful
Approval Workflows

Accountability of user
accounts and privileges

Configurable Attributes, Rules
and Policies

Flexible and adaptable to
different environments

Comprehensive Audit and
Compliance Reports

Visibility and control over
user accounts and privileges

Modular Component-based
Architecture

Extensible to rapidly meet
customer needs

Standard Light-weight
Connectors

No programming and
minimal integration work

SecurAct Inc.
Platform Support
Windows, Linux & Unix
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